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GENERAL BOOKS


Guidelines for Developing an Earthquake Scenario by Jane Preuss and James Godfrey. Oakland, CA: EERI. (QE 539.2 S34 P744 2006)


Management of a Complex Emergency by Sheila Reed. UNDP/UNDRO Disaster Management Training Programme. (HV 552 R433 1992)

Managing Emergency Response in the Caribbean Following Hurricane Impact by Yasemin Aysan and Ian Davis. UNDP/UNDRO Disaster Management Training Programme. (QC 945 A983 1992)


Mitigation Planning in the Indian Sub-continent to Reduce the Risk of Inland Flooding by Ian Davis and Yasemin Aysan. UNDP/UNDRO Disaster Management Training Programme. (HV 610 A3 D285 1992)


Thunderbird 3: Exercise Control Instruction. Victoria, BC: Provincial Emergency Program. (HV 638.5 T585 1997)

Thunderbird 4: Cascadia Response: Province of British Columbia/Land Force Western Area Earthquake Response Exercise, 8-11, March. (HV 599 T484 1999)


GENERAL DVDs

D807  **Airport '79: The Disaster Medical Response Plan**  (DVD, 30 minutes)
Simulated crash at Vancouver airport involving a twin-engine aircraft, a tanker truck, and a bus with forty passengers. Stresses the importance of co-ordination and communication between fire, police, and medical personnel.  (HV 553 L35 1979)

D1183  **Design for Disaster: Operation Windstorm**  (DVD, 22 minutes)
The international disaster conference, Disaster Forum '98 held in Edmonton, Alberta, provided an opportunity to put emergency management theory into practice. Operation Windstorm demonstrated to conference delegates how a major city would respond to a disaster. Delegates had a first hand look at the operations of an emergency site, emergency operations centre, media centre and public information centre. This video captures the essential elements of Operation Windstorm and helps viewers understand the key considerations of planning a successful exercise.  (Disaster Forum Association)  (HV 636 D483 1999)

D348  **Exercise Explorer: An Interagency Exercise in Counter Terrorism**  (DVD, 40 minutes)
This program presents a counter-terrorism case study of Exercise Explorer, a major structural collapse urban search and rescue exercise conducted by the NSWFB in July 2004. Produced as a documentary to encourage discussion and analysis, it captures and highlights the complexity of a significant and coordinated multi-agency emergency response to a building collapse involving fatalities, deeply entrapped casualties and the “walking wounded”.  (New South Wales Fire Brigades)  (TH 9402 E964 2004)

D940  **Full-Scale Exercises**  (DVD, 30 minutes)
Disaster drills help prepare emergency responders for a range of situations: natural disasters, school shootings, and terrorist incidents. These drills are designed to aid emergency responders in preparing for large-scale catastrophes, testing and evaluating emergency plans, establishing policies and procedures, and conducting inter-agency communication.  (Critical Information Network)  (TH 9310.5 A443 2009 DEC)

D1181  **Operation Siamese**  (DVD, 26 minutes)
A record of Operation Siamese, a simulated disaster exercise held in the Metro Toronto area. It includes simulations of the following disasters: a plane crash on land and in water, a commuter train crash, a chlorine leak, and a fuel leak into a river. It gives a blow-by-blow account of on-site and behind the scene activities by emergency response agencies.  (Ken Krieger Productions)  (HV 553 O647 1991)
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